This is where
living well at
work begins.

Where working and living intersect
A business campus where culture, cuisine and lifestyle
come together.
You are joining the wave of new, tech-savvy occupants that are positioning
Place Ville Marie’s (PVM) business campus as a hub for innovation in the
heart of downtown Montreal.
An iconic part of the business district for now 60 years, PVM has constantly
reinvented itself. With the major transformation of its Esplanade redesigned
to focus on an enriched cultural and evenemential programming, as well
as its unique culinary concept and shopping experience, PVM is poised to
become one of the city’s most sought-after destinations.

Dare to be different.
Secure a strategic market position.
Let your creativity flow.

AMENITIES TO HELP YOU
TO LIVE WELL AT WORK
•

myCampusPVM app
Your new go-to tool to simplify your workday, even remotely

•

Concierge service
Convenient and personalized on-site and virtual concierge
to make your life easier

•

Dedicated management team
A client relations team is on location and available
for tenant requests

•

Connectivity
Digital infrastructure is in place for a secure, speedy
and reliable connection across common areas

•

Community
Tenant engagement activities are offered
throughout the year

•

of tenants from traditionnal to new media,
focused on creativity, collaboration and
outside-of-the-box thinking

Culture
Temporary relocation of the Musée d’art contemporain
in the heart of Campus PVM

•

•

Combination of private offices, meeting rooms
and open-plan workspaces

Daycare
Educational childcare service for children aged
4 months to 5 years old

•

•

Wrap-around windows boasting a breathtaking view
of the city

Lifestyle
Countless stores, services and restaurants are available
within the complex

•

•

Indoor parking
700 reserved tenant spaces and 200 visitor spaces

Abundance of natural light

•

Elevators
With over 50 elevators for an efficient service

•

Accessibility
Direct access to the underground network, 2 metro stations
and 2 train stations – including the 2nd largest in Canada

•

24/7 security

PVM is a business campus with five office buildings,
a vast 900-space indoor parking garage open 24/7,
an esplanade designed to focus on an enriched
cultural and evenemential programming,
and a modern take on a food hall concept
surrounded by shops in a revamped retail gallery.

FEATURES
• Class AAA office space
• Flexible office spaces, perfect for a range

3++ acres

+1,000 seats

The newly curated courtyard, with its unique glass
pavillion, will be Montreal’s destination of choice.
The activated space will create countless
opportunities for positive and creative collisions.

The Cathcart Restaurants + Biergarten will
introduce Montreal to an innovative food hall
concept, under the glass pavillion, attracting
foodies from beyond the city.

of outdoor gathering space

in a unique culinary experience

EXPECT THE
UNEXPECTED
Tomorrow’s Place Ville Marie will be
chock-full of elements that are both
intriguing and inspiring: a bustling business
campus, a revamped Esplanade – ideal for
bringing people together and sharing ideas,
an entirely reimagined shopping destination
and a next-generation dining experience,
complete with a biergarten concept and
an array of exciting new restaurants,
all developed with the user experience in mind.

Official photos of Le Cathcart – Credit Sid Lee Architecture
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A tool to make your
daily life easier
Exclusive to the occupants of the building, the
myCampusPVM app is your go-to tool to simplify
your day – right at your fingertips!
Thanks to the app, you will have access to:

An exclusive on-site and remote
concierge service
Take advantage of La Conciergerie various services
for a simplified life:

A few
feet away
An elevated shopping experience
offering a curated retail mix to
exceed tomorrow’s expectations,
with direct access to the 5 office
buildings of the PVM Campus.

•
•
•
•
•

Personal shopping services
Eco-cleaner or sewing alterations
Delivery of fruit and vegetable baskets
Management of administrative tasks
Personalized events

And more!
La Conciergerie is powered by the enterprise TO DO TODAY
and available on the myCampusPVM app.

•

Services available at your campus, including
La Conciergerie by TO DO TODAY services
offered by Ivanhoé Cambridge exclusively to
the occupants of the building.

•

A news feed, to stay on top of the latest updates
about your building and Ivanhoé Cambridge’s
downtown campus.

•

A real-time overview
of the public transit
network to help
you plan your
journeys.
This functionality
allows, among
other things,
to consult the
availability of the
Bixi service to which
PVM occupants
have free access *

* Bixi key available upon request

Flexible
office solution
A connected and user-adapted
environment
Starting Spring 2022, a new work
and meeting spaces reservation
service located on the 29th
floor of 1 PVM will be available
exclusively to the tenants and
occupants of the building.

SHAPING
THE FUTURE OF OFFICE
Dynamic meeting work spaces
More than ever, spaces must be centered on the needs
of our tenants and their employees. In 2022, in addition
to celebrating its 60th anniversary, PVM will launch
large-scale projects like a flexible office solution, the
evenemential programming of its Esplanade and a
brand new concept for 1 PVM top floors.

In this environment
designed to foster
collaboration
and creativity
and that puts
forward innovative
technologies,
flexible spaces will
be available for
short to mediumterm renting for
meetings and
workshops.

Work at the
top of PVM 360 Space
Exclusive places for PVM’s
workers, place of exchange
with the downtowm community
and food experiences!
Imagine yourself having a coffee
while disconnecting completely
from your workday. Maybe you
want to celebrate an important
contract that you just signed or
your colleague’s anniversary?

What if you had the opportunity to do
these activities while taking in one of
the best views in Montreal?
During Fall 2022, a new and unique
concept specific to the building will
be launched and will transform the
downtown area.
This project with an incomparable view
will be situated on floors 44, 45 and 46
of 1 PVM and will have various offers for
the occupants and the general public.

EASY ACCESS
PVM’s central location is an unbeatable advantage for
employees, clients and visitors alike:

Redefining
the urban
experience

•
•
•
•

Ivanhoé Cambridge’s
commitment to reenergize downtown
Montreal by launching a
serie of initiatives in the
last years is fuelled by
the needs of its varous
clienteles.
By taking advantage of
the strategic geographic
location of its properties,
namely Fairmont The
Queen Elizabeth, Place
Montréal Trust, the
Centre Eaton de Montréal
and PVM, Ivanhoé
Cambridge creates a
new cultural, commercial
and social destination
that solidify its role as
a major contributor to
downtown Montreal’s
vitality.

GREEN AND CONNECTED
Place Ville Marie has evolved and remained relevant over
time, embracing the latest innovations in technology,
energy and environmental stewardship.

LEED®
Gold

BOMA
Building
of the Year
2011 - 2012

BOMA BEST®
Gold

WELL
Health and
Safety

WiredScore
Gold

Connected to the RÉSO underground city
Indoor access to the orange and green metro lines
Proximity to major highways
Indoor access to commuter train stations
(Central/Lucien-L’Allier)

Walk Score

Bike Score

Transit Score

100

70

100
An indoor bike room and
changing room/shower
facilities are available to
PVM occupants

AN IVANHOÉ CAMBRIDGE PROPERTY

River Point – Chicago (2016)

DUO – Paris (2021)

CIBC SQUARE – Toronto (2020/2023)

In an effort to exceed tomorrow’s expectations, Ivanhoé Cambridge is
increasingly redefining its office buildings as projects that are shaping
the urban fabric in dynamic cities around the world.
We are prominent partners for our tenants in their efforts to recruit
and retain the brightest talent.
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